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Introduction

Discussion questions
What does it mean for something to be ‘sustainable’?

Are there any ways you could live or act to be more sustainable?

Video

youtu.be/5ACfPVA-EE8

youtu.be/5ACfPVA-EE8


Don’t
forget, you also

have a resilience task to 
complete for Skipper 

this week!

Introduction

Sustainability is about providing for the needs of  

people and the environment both now and in the future.

This week, we are learning 

about sustainability through 

three strands.

Plastics Food Pollution

You can select learning activities from the following pages. 

As normal, you can share your learning with your teacher via Learning Journals.



Plastics

Literacy task

Can  you retell the story to an adult at home?

Or could you create a cartoon strip to to

illustrate the story?

Watch this video: A Whale’s Tail

youtu.be/tVMe8baPGDA

Discussion task

Do you ever see litter at Portobello beach?

What could you do to make a difference in 

your local area?

https://youtu.be/tVMe8baPGDA


Plastics

Problem solving

Can you think of  a way to recycle plastics?

How can you make it useful of  valuable?

Reusing plastic

The next pages have several activities 

which involve recycling plastic.

Some of  the tasks require an iron. 

Please make sure you have an adult with 

you to help.



Plastics



Plastics Be Creative!

How to make a kite!

youtu.be/VbBj8mu1phc

youtu.be/VbBj8mu1phc


Plastics Making a notebook



Plastics Bunting



Plastics

Watch this video. 

youtu.be/EjIUp6A7GRU

Can you create a timeline or a write a summary 

to describe where plastics came from?

Literacy tasks

There are lots of  groups trying to help tackle plastic 

pollution and cut the amount of  plastic we use.
• We now pay for plastic carrier bags and the number we use has 

dropped by over 80%

• Certain cafes and restaurants are only giving out straws if  people 

ask for them. Some are also swapping them for paper ones.

• A group of  nurseries has stopped using glitter.

• And supermarkets are looking at making changes too, including 

making their packaging easier to recycle or even plastic free.

Collaboration

To be able to work as part of  a team to produce results. 

Could you encourage your family to make one change to reduce how 

much plastic you use in your home?

Create a poster or a convincing argument to encourage everyone to 

participate. 

Share your plan with your teacher on Learning Journals. 

Did you and your family make a difference?

https://youtu.be/EjIUp6A7GRU


Plastics

Here are 9 pieces of advice from 

Greenpeace.
Unscramble the sentences and then decide which ones you can 

do. Put them in order of  importance.

1. reusable Always bottle. a carry

2. no to straws! Say. You straw. need a don’t

3. Take a with cup coffee reusable you.

4. put your and plastic vegetables in fruit bags. Don’t

5. refill stations Use detergents for .

6. no to cutlery disposable . Say

7. milk in glass. reusable Buy bottles

8. not buy cosmetics, toothpaste them microbeads and . 

bodyscrubs with in Do

9. your the shops bags to shopping Take you . with

10. all have We plastic containers, make them last! let’s

Reading challenges.

Vocabulary
Match these words to their definition. 

Use a dictionary to help you. 

Can you put the words into alphabetic order?

Impacting long-lasting

Consume far away, distant

Staggering to do with the sea

Marine to get caught up/ trapped

Remote to have an effect on someone or something

Debris pieces of  rubbish

Entangled decompose naturally

Biodegrade eat or drink

Durable shocking, disgraceful



Food

Sustainable packaging

Gather together a variety of  food packaging that 

you can find at home.

Rank them from most to least sustainable.

Lay them out in this order and share a picture to 

learning journals!

Discussion

Is this over-packaged? Could it be reduced?

Is the packaging useful? Could it be reused?

How would you dispose of  it? Can it be recycled?

Choose one of your least sustainable 

packaging examples.

Can you redesign it to be more 

sustainable? 

Consider using different materials, reducing 

the amount of  packaging or using easy to 

recycle or reusable materials.

Think about the purpose of  packaging? 

Does the product need packaging at all?



Food

Food Miles

The bananas in Morrisons this week are 

from Costa Rica. They came over 5000 

miles to get to my local shop.

Exploring food miles

Can you find out where some of  the food products in your house came from?

You can often find this information on the packaging or on a sticker.

At the supermarket, can you find out where different fruits and vegetables have come from?

Maybe take some pictures of  the shelf  labels.

Try plotting your foods on a map of the world.

Use the calculator on 

foodmiles.com 
to find out how far your foods have 

travelled!

foodmiles.com


Food

Campaigning

Write a letter to your supermarket or a food manufacturer.

Tell them what you think about food miles or about the 

sustainability of  their food packaging 

Perhaps you could share an idea for a more sustainable alternative

You’ll usually find the address of  the supermarket or food manufacturer somewhere on their packet!

Again, remember to share your letter with your teacher on Learning Journals and let us know if  you 

get a reply!



Air Quality

One of  the silver linings to being in lockdown has 

been having less traffic on our roads.

Find a safe place near your house to 

conduct a traffic survey.

Use a tally chart to record what you find out. 

Display it on a bar graph or pictograph.

Support with tally charts 
jr.brainpop.com/math/data/tallychartsandbargraphs

Support with pictographs
youtube.com/watch?v=mDUycQEd1bs

OPTION 1

Count different types of  

vehicles.

OPTION 2

Count how many 

people are in each car.

https://jr.brainpop.com/math/data/tallychartsandbargraphs/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mDUycQEd1bs


Air Quality

Poster Campaign

People are starting to get back to work and 

after the summer we’ll be back at school.

The government want people to avoid using 

public transport if  they can, so that people 

don’t catch the virus. 

Thinking task

Does that mean we all have to use cars? 

Will that make the traffic worse than ever?

Can you think of  more sustainable ways to travel?

Design task

Can you design an advertising campaign for the 

government to use to encourage people to use 

sustainable ways to travel?

Posters, radio and TV adverts, information 

leaflets, billboards

Try to make use of  computer technology to help 

you create your campaign.


